The present study provides an overview of the quotative utterances made with itta (past form of iu 'to say') and itte ita (the combination of iu and the past form of the -te iru construction) in naturally occurring conversations in Japanese. The examination of approximately 13 hours of conversations shows that itta is used in 91.1% of first-person quotations ('I said that…'). In second-person ('you said that…') and third-person ('he/she said that…') quotations, itte ita is used in 90.0%, and 77.3% of the cases, respectively. The present study argues that the high percentage of itte ita for second-and third-person quotative utterances is due to the fact that the -te iru construction, which is included in itte ita, is used as an evidential marker. The present study also analyzes the deviant cases from the dominant pattern (i.e. using itta for third-person utterances), and demonstrates how -te iru's evidential function is utilized manipulatively in conversation.
Introduction
It has been recognized that the Japanese verb iu 'to say' is one of the most frequently used expressions used in quotative utterances in Japanese. In order to provide an overview of quotative utterances made with iu in Japanese, this paper will examine a corpus of naturally occurring conversations between native speakers of Japanese, and discuss the usages of the verb along with the conversational contexts in which it is used.
itta and itte ita in Japanese
The Japanese verb iu is typically translated as 'to say' in English, and itta, which is the past-tense form of the verb, is commonly used when the speaker quotes another utterance in his/her own speech. Example (1) demonstrates a typical usage of itta in a quotative utterance.
(1) Watashi wa atama ga itai to itta. I tp head sb pain qt say-pst 'I said that I have a headache. '
It is also commonly known that itte ita is more likely to be used instead of itta, when the speaker quotes an utterance made by a third-person for the speaker. The frequent usage of itte ita for third-person quotative utterances is also recognized in the field of teaching Japanese as a second language, and itte ita is typically introduced as the standard form for third-person quotations in Japanese language textbooks (Banno et al. 2011, etc.) Example (2) is from a Japanese language textbook, and it demonstrates a typical usage of itte ita in a third-person quotative utterance.
(2) Suu san wa ashita shiken ga aru to itte imashita. Sue Ms. tp tomorrow exam sb exist qt say-te iru-pst 'Sue said that there would be an exam tomorrow. ' (Banno et al. 2011, 193) Itte ita is the past form of the combination of iu and the -te iru construction. The -te iru construction in Japanese is typically labeled as an aspectual marker that marks repetition, continuation, or resultative state (Kindaichi 1950; Soga 1983; Jacobsen 1992; Harasawa 1993 Harasawa , 1994 Kudo 1995; Tsujimura 2007; Iwasaki 2013; McGloin et al. 2013; etc.) . However, the usage of the -te iru construction in (2) can be argued to be resulting from -te iru's non-aspectual function, which is the construction's function as an evidential marker of speaker observation (Iwasaki 1993; Yanagisawa 1994 Yanagisawa , 1995 Fujishiro 1996; Shinzato 2003; Malchukov 2006, 2011; etc.) . The following section briefly summarizes the observation marking function of the -te iru construction in Japanese.
-te iru as a marker of speaker observation
In addition to its well-recognized property as an aspectual marker, the -te iru construction in Japanese possesses a function that specifies the source of the stated proposition to be the speaker's first-hand observation through his/her five senses such as seeing and hearing. In regards to the evidential marking function of the -te iru construction in interactive situations, the following comparison between (3) and (4) by Fujishiro (1996) demonstrates how the speaker utilizes its evidential marking function. Assume that the following conversational utterances are made at a hospital. (Fujishiro 1996, 5) In each example, the conversational exchange is assumed to be made after the patient finished eating the meal, in reference to the patient's act of eating. In (3), Nurse 1 asks Nurse 2 whether Tanaka (patient) ate the meal or not, and Nurse 2 can answer the question using either the simple past tense tabemashita 'ate' or tabete imashita, 1 which includes the past-tense form of the verb taberu 'to eat' and the -te iru construction. In contrast, when Nurse 1 asks the same question directly to the patient as in (4), the patient cannot answer the question with the -te iru construction. The difference between (3) and (4) cannot be explained solely by the aspectual differences between the two sentences, since there is no difference in the temporal properties in the two examples. Fujishiro (1996) argues that this phenomenon is caused by the observation marking function of the -te iru construction, because an individual usually cannot be an observer of his or her own action. If we follow Fujishoro's argument, the -te iru construction in itte ita used in third-person quotative utterances can be interpreted as an evidential marker of observation, since hearing another person's utterance is considered to be a type of observation through one's five senses.
It must be noted that the notion of "evidentiality" closely relates to the nonaspectual usage of the -te iru construction in Japanese. According to Dendale and Tasmowski (2001) , a study conducted by Jakobson (1957) was the first study that brought the term "evidential" into common usage in the field of linguistics. Jakobson claims that an evidential is a label for a verbal category, which indicates the source of information on which the speaker's statement is based. Similarly, Cornille (2009) provides the following definition of evidentials, which is "the functional category that refers to the perceptual and/or epistemological basis for making a speech act" (p. 45). Cornille continues that "[i]n traditional classifications, evidentiality is divided into direct and indirect evidentiality. Direct evidentials are used when the speaker has witnessed the action while indirect evidentials are used when the speaker has not witnessed the action personally but has either deduced the action or has heard about it from others" (p. 45). Thus, it can be said that past studies on the evidential function of the -te iru construction such as Fujishiro (1996) examine the -te iru construction as a type of direct evidential marker that indicates that the source of the uttered proposition is the speaker's first-hand observation.
Remaining issues
As previously mentioned, it is generally believed that the distinction between itta and itte ita is made based upon who produced the quoted utterance. However, even though some studies have been conducted on the difference between itta and itte ita in the written form of Japanese (Nishi 2015 (Nishi , 2016 , the distributional frequency of itta and itte ita in naturally occurring conversations has not been examined in previous studies and remains unexplored. One issue arising from this lack of studies based on the analysis of actual language is the difference between linguists' intuition and the actual forms used by speakers in interactive situations. For example, by analyzing audiotaped natural conversations in Japanese, Ono et al. (2000) demonstrate that the Japanese case particle ga is used to mark "situations where there is something unpredictable about the relationship between the ga-marked NP and the predicate" (p. 65), contrary to the idea that ga is a subject marker of the sentence as argued by grammarians such as Kuroda (1965) and Kuno (1972) . Also, the difference between the spoken and written forms of the Japanese language has been a long discussed topic in the field of Japanese linguistics. Shibatani (1990) states that "the colloquial language and the written language show different characteristics, and perhaps even more so in Japanese than in English and other European languages" (p. 359). If Shibatani's statement truly reflects the systematic separation between the spoken and written forms of Japanese, the usage of itta and itte ita could be one of the items that is differentiated between the two forms of the language.
In regards to the interchangeability of itta and itte ita, it is not completely unacceptable to use itte ita for quoting one's own utterance, and using itta for quoting a third-person's utterance is not necessarily unacceptable either. Examples (5) and (6) In (5), the -te iru construction is used with iu in a first-person quotative utterance, and this sentence is not necessarily syntactically ill-formed even though the speaker is less likely to utter sentences such as (5). In addition, itta, which is the form without the -te iru construction, is used in (6). Using itta for a third-person utterance as in (6) also does not exhibit a problem at the sentential level, but it deviates from the generally believed usage of itte ita in third-person quotative utterances. Furthermore, speakers may actively choose to use itte ita for quoting his or her own utterance, as well as itta for a quoting a third-person utterance. If using itte ita is truly the default choice for quoting a third-person utterance, the speaker may be able to create some kind of interactional effects by intentionally choosing to use itta to deviate from the default pattern. Similarly, if the speaker uses itte ita to quote his or her own utterance, it might be an active choice that is purposefully intended to create certain interactional effects by deviating from the standard pattern.
Present study
In order to explore the actual usages of itta and itte ita and how they are differentiated from one another in naturally occurring conversations, the present study examined audio recordings of naturally occurring conversations between L1 speakers of Japanese, and provide an overview of the usages of itta and itte ita in quotative utterances in Japanese.
The present study examined the audio recordings of naturally occurring conversations in Japanese from the CallFriend corpus on Talkbank (MacWhinney 2007), which is a public online database for linguistic research. The CallFriend corpus includes 32 separate audio recordings of telephone conversations between L1 speakers of Japanese. The total length of recorded conversations in the corpus is approximately 13 hours and 11 minutes. Since most of the recordings were conversations between close friends, the speech style adopted by the speakers was mostly the so-called casual style (non-polite style). Some geographical variations were found in the data, but the effect of the variations on the present study is considered to be minimal. In the transcriptions of the data used in the present study, pseudonyms are used for proper nouns such as names of people and places.
Results and analysis
In the CallFriend corpus, 215 cases of quotative utterances made with itta or itte ita were found. The author of the present study categorized those cases into three categories based on who produced the quoted utterance. There were 6 cases of itta and itte ita in which the producer of the quoted utterance was not identifiable from the contextual information of the conversation, therefore those cases were excluded from analysis. Some morphological variants of itta and itte ita, such as iimashita and itteta, were found in the data. Those variants are included in the counts of itta and itte ita in order to minimize unrelated complexities for the present study. The following table is a summary of the distribution of itta and itte ita in the examined corpus. 
Dominant patterns for itta and itte ita
As shown in Table 1 , when the producer of the quoted utterance is the speaker himself/herself, itta was used in 91.1% of the cases. This finding supports the generally held idea on the usages of itta, which is first-person quotations are mostly made with itta, not itte ita.
The following excerpt is from the examined corpus, which includes a case of itta that is being used in a first-person quotative utterance. In (7), two male conversationalists are talking about sending and receiving documents via mail.
(7) [CallFriend: japn6164] →2 Ken: Ah, ore betsu ni ii yo tte itta n da yo, dakara ano ima ah I no problem fp qt itta n cp fp I mean well now made okutte ta n da kedo. until sending-pst n cp but 'Hm, I said it's okay, I mean, I had been sending it until now, but…' 3 Taka: Un. mhm 'Mhm.' 4 Ken: Nanka kekkoo iikagen datta no yo kyonen ne. Well quite unorganized cp-pst n fp last year fp 'Well, it was quite unorganized last year.'
In line 2 in (7), Ken utters itta in a quotative utterance, and the producer of the quoted utterance is Ken himself as indicated by the use of the first-person pronoun ore 'I. ' The majority of first-person quotative utterances in the examined corpus were made with itta as we saw in Table 1 , and this indicates that the simple-past itta is the dominant form for first-person quotations in naturally occurring conversations in Japanese.
For third-person quotative utterances, itte ita seems to be the default form due to the high percentage in the examined corpus. As shown in Table 1 , 77.3% of the third-person utterances in the corpus were made with itte ita. This confirms the generally recognized high frequency of itte ita in third-person quotative utterances, and it is also compatible with the instruction to use itte ita for third-person quotations in textbooks for learners of Japanese (i.e. Banno et al. 2011 ). The following excerpt includes a case of itte ita used for a third-person quotative utterance. In (8), Masa and Yumi are talking about a mutual acquaintance with whom they find it difficult to carry on a conversation.
(8) [CallFriend: japn1841] In line 4 of the above excerpt, Yumi quotes what Miki said by using itte ta, which is one of the colloquial variations of itte ita. As we can infer from the contextual information in the excerpt, Miki is a third-person for Yumi, and Yumi was an observer of Miki's act of making the quoted utterance. More precisely, when Miki performed the act of making the quoted utterance, Yumi was involved in the event as an observer, not as the performer. Considering how Yumi and Miki were involved in the event of the production of the quoted utterance, the usage of the -te iru construction in itte ta in line 4 appears to be resulting from its evidential marking function of speaker observation from Yumi's perspective, since Miki is a third-person for Yumi.
Examples (7) and (8) demonstrated the typical usages of the itta and itte ita for first-person and third-person quotative utterances, respectively. The majority of cases of itta and itte ita follow the same pattern, but the quantitative overview of the corpus also shows that there are several cases of itta and itte ita that deviate from the dominant pattern. In the following section, some of the deviant cases will be qualitatively analyzed in order to explore the factors that contribute to the occurrence of deviant cases.
Deviant cases

itte ita used for first-person utterances
The majority of first-person quotations are made with itta in the examined corpus, but several cases of first-person quotations made with itte ita were also found. Out of the four cases of itte ita used for first-person utterances in the corpus, two of them exhibited the aspectual properties of repetition or resultative state, which can be explained by the -te iru construction's aspectual marking function. However, there were cases of itte ita that did not necessarily exhibit the aspectual properties that are typically marked with the -te iru construction. The following excerpt demonstrates such usages of itte ita.
Excerpt (9) is a conversation between a mother (Aki) and her son (Yoshi), which includes two cases of itte ita used for first-person utterances. Shortly before the beginning of (9), the two conversationalists started talking about the idea of purchasing a new car for Yoshi, and giving Yoshi's current car to his younger sister, Misako. While talking about the idea, Yoshi has expressed his reluctance to the idea of purchasing a new car due to financial reasons. In line 4, Yoshi uses itte ta when he quotes what he said as indicated by the first-person pronoun boku 'I. ' This usage of itte ta for a first-person quotative utterance deviates from the dominant distributional pattern found in the corpus. However, if we pay close attention to the evidential marking function of the -te iru construction and the perspective from which the quoted utterance is expected to be recognized, the occurrence of itte ita in line 4 can be explained. Iwasaki (1993) demonstrates how using the -te iru construction for a first-person action influences the pragmatic interpretation of the utterance. I tp Bill o hit-te iru-pst '(I realized then that) I had hit bill. ' (Iwasaki 1993, 28) According to Iwasaki, (10) is uttered when the action of hitting Bill was the speaker's conscious act. On the other hand, when the -te iru construction is used for a first-person action as in (11), it indicates that the speaker was not aware of what he was doing when he hit Bill, and then realized what he had done after the completion of the action. Iwasaki argues that this can be confirmed by the fact that kiga tsuitara 'when I realized' can appear with (11) but not with (11). In addition, according to Iwasaki, the speaker employs the S-perspective (S stands for SELF) in (10), with which the speaker presents the information as a subjective experience. In contrast, in (11), the information is presented from the O-perspective (O stands for OTHER), from which the speaker indicates his/her observer role towards the stated information. Iwasaki's comparison between (10) and (11) demonstrates that the speaker's unconscious act can be marked with the -te iru construction, since when a speaker recognizes his or her unconscious action after its completion, the speaker is more like an objective observer even though the action was technically performed by the speaker. However, as for the usage of the -te iru construction in line 4 in excerpt (9), it is difficult to interpret that Yoshi was in an unconscious state when he previously expressed his reluctance to purchase a new car, even though the -te iru construction is used to refer to his own action. In regards to the usage of the -te iru construction in itte ta in line 4 in (9), what is similar to Iwasaki's demonstration is the perspective from which the stated action is seen. That is, in Iwasaki's demonstration of the speaker hitting Bill, the speaker was in an unconscious state when he hit Bill, and as a result, the speaker's own action is presented as if he or she recognized the action as an observer. In line 4 in (9), Yoshi presents the action denoted by the verb iu from an observer's perspective with the -te iru construction. However, this does not necessarily indicate that Yoshi did not realize what he did until the action was completed. In line 4, the person who is marked as an observer is Aki, not Yoshi. The following is the detailed explanation for the occurrences of itte ta in line 4.
In line 4 in (9), after the initial filler uun 'um, ' Yoshi utters iya, which can be interpreted as an expression of contradiction (Saft 1998) , and/or what Hayashi and Kushida (2013) call resistance to a question. That is, by uttering iya, Yoshi appears to be challenging the presupposition held in Aki's question in line 3, which is that Yoshi's concern is about the logistics of managing the two cars owned by the family. With regards to the usage of itte ta for quoting Yoshi's own utterance, the usage of itte ta, which includes the -te iru construction, seems to have the effect of delivering his own utterance from Aki's perspective. More precisely, by making use of the observation marking function of the -te iru construction in itte ta, Yoshi frames his own action of making an utterance as something that was observed by Aki, rather than an action that Yoshi subjectively experienced. In other words, using itte ta instead of itta in line 4 creates the effect of describing what Yoshi did from Aki's perspective, meaning what you heard was that… instead of I said that….
The reason for choosing itte ta over itta in line 4 appears to be highly relevant to the fact that line 4 is uttered as an explanation for what Yoshi previously said to Aki. Based on the contextual information for Excerpt (9), we can infer that Aki has heard what Yoshi previously said, but Yoshi is questioning Aki's understanding of Yoshi's statement. Yoshi made the utterance in line 4 in order to provide more information to assist Aki in understanding what she heard from Yoshi, which is about how Yoshi's utterance should be understood from Aki's perspective. The usage of the -te iru construction for Yoshi's own action in line 4 aligns with the -te iru construction's function to mark an objective observation, since Yoshi's utterance in line 4 was made as an explanation that focuses on understanding his previous statement from Aki's perspective. As demonstrated by the cases of itte ita in Excerpt (9), it is possible for a speaker to choose to use itte ita for his/her own utterances when it is intentionally delivered as something the addressee heard from his/her perspective, and this can be seen as a way to manipulatively make use of the -te iru construction's evidential marking function.
As a final note, it must be noted that Yoshi's recollection of his previous statement might have been another factor that has contributed to the occurrence of itte ita in (9). In general, when a speaker recalls what he/she did in the past, it is somewhat similar to recognizing what he/she did unconsciously after the completion of the action. That is, when the speaker is not sure about or has forgotten what he/she did in the past, and then he/she recalls what he/she did, the recognition process resembles noticing one's unconscious action from an objective perspective afterwards. Therefore, if Yoshi has just recalled what he said in the past along with the conversation in (9), the situation would be similar to the demonstration by Iwasaki (1993) in (11), since both of them involve the recognition of the speaker's own action from an objective perspective.
This section has explored an example that includes itte ita that is used to refer to the speaker's own act of making an utterance. The next section will discuss the factors that are relevant to the usage of itta for quoting third-person utterances.
itta used for third-person utterances
In the examined corpus, the majority of third-person quotations were made with itte ita, however there were also cases of third-person utterances quoted with itta. The cases of itta used for third-person quotations were qualitatively examined, and it was found that the psychological impact of the quoted utterance for the speaker seems to be related to the choice between using itta and itte ita for third-person utterances. More precisely, when a quoted third-person utterance has a high psychological impact for the speaker, itta is likely to be used instead of itte ita.
Excerpt (12) includes a case of itta used for a third-person quotation with high psychological impact for the speaker. In (12), the two female conversationalists, Kayo and Mari, talk about Mari's experience of having a crush on a homosexual man, and getting rejected by him later. Along with the conversation about the homosexual man who rejected Mari, in line 2, Mari utters itta to quote what he said. Since the man who rejected Mari is a third-person for Mari, the occurrence of itta in line 2 deviates from the dominant pattern. In regards to the psychological impact of the quoted utterance, Mari describes what the man said as sugoi kotoba 'an extreme thing to say, ' and this shows that the man's utterance had a strong psychological impact on her. The speaker's choice between itta and itte ita in line 2 can be further explored if we intentionally replace itta in line 2 with itte ta. 2 If itte ta was used in line 2, most readers would feel that Mari is psychologically indifferent to what the man said, and this indifference would be inconsistent with her description of his utterance in line 4. The following section further discusses how the -te iru construction can be effectively used in order to mark the speaker's psychological impact towards the stated information.
-te iru and psychological impact
In regards to the effect of the psychological impact on the choice between itta and itte ita, what Yanagisawa (1995) argues seems to be relevant here. Even though the basis for Yanagisawa's argument is solely based on his intuitive judgment and he does not provide further analysis, Yanagisawa's examples demonstrate how the psychological impact of the quoted utterance affects the choice between itta and itte ita. Assume that (13) and (14) are uttered after a phone conversation between the addressee of the utterance and his or her grandmother.
2.
The casual variant itte ta is used here because it is more suitable for the level of formality in the ongoing conversation. (Yanagisawa 1995, 210) (13) includes the -te iru construction while (14) does not. According to Yanagisawa, (13) would be selected in most situations, but (14) is likely to be selected when the exact phrase uttered by the grandmother is crucial for determining the amount of monetary inheritance from her. Needless to say, the amount of monetary inheritance is normally considered to be psychologically significant for the speaker. What this comparison indicates is that when the content of the quoted third-person utterance is highly significant for the speaker, itta may be selected over itte ita even when the quoted utterance was produced by a third-person for the speaker.
With regards to case of itta in line 2 in Excerpt (12), the occurrence of itta seems to be similar to Yanagisawa's demonstration regarding the effect from the psychological impact of the quoted utterance. In (12), a third-person utterance that had a strong psychological impact on the speaker is quoted by the speaker, and itta is used instead of the dominantly-occurring itte ita. This usage of itta in (12) highly resembles Yanagisawa's demonstration of the distinction between using itta and itte ita. The cause of the high level of psychological impact may be different between the case of itta between (12) and Yanagisawa's demonstration in (14) . However, the importance of the quoted utterances is recognized to be high by the speaker in both examples, and this impact appears to be contributing to the occurrence of itta over itte ita.
Furthermore, if we see the -te iru construction as an evidential marker that shares many properties with other evidential markers in general, what Kamio (1994) argues also becomes relevant to the difference between itta and itte ita. By using his well-known notion of territory of information, Kamio analyzes the pragmatic effects resulting from using evidential markers for sentences pertaining to events with high psychological impact. In order to highlight the pragmatic effects created by using and not using the hearsay evidential markers -tte and -soo, both of which mean 'I heard that, ' Kamio conducts a comparison between the following three sentences. Assume that the speaker is Taro's father in each of (15) (Kamio 1994, 72-73) According to Kamio, (15) does not sound strange as an utterance uttered by a father whose son is sick, but (16) and (17) sound somewhat strange, since these sentences give an impression that the father is indifferent to his own son's illness. Kamio argues that highly personal information is typically expressed without evidential markers regardless of how the information was accessed. What Kamio argues also indicates that when a piece of information is stated with an evidential marker, the information is usually not highly personal for the speaker.
Generally speaking, when a father is expected to be concerned about his son's illness, and the fact that his son is sick is a highly personal and psychologically significant for the father. However, since using evidential markers also marks psychological distance towards the stated propositional information in addition to how the information was accessed, using evidential markers such as -tte and -soo as in (16) and (17) indicates that the speaker is psychologically distant from the propositional information. As a result, sentences such as (16) and (17) sound strange as an utterance by a father whose son is sick.
As for the case of itta in excerpt (12), using itta instead of itte ita is compatible with what Kamio argues, since the -te iru construction's evidential nature contributes to expressing psychological distance between the speaker and the stated propositional information. As mentioned earlier, a third-person quotation is typically made with itte ita, but in (12), a third-person utterance is quoted with itta. If we follow Kamio's analysis of the effects resulting from using or not using evidential markers, the non-usage of the -te iru construction in (12) exhibits that the psychological distance between the speaker and what the homosexual man said was close, and the quoted utterance had a strong psychological impact on the speaker, which is also compatible with the description by the speaker, sugoi kotoba 'an extreme thing to say. '
In regards to the notion of psychosocial impact, it should be noted that the factors that determine the level of psychological impact are unique to each conversational situation, such as the emotional reaction to the quoted utterance, the possible future outcome that could be brought from stating the quoted utterance, and the way the quoted utterance was phrased, etc. However, whenever a quoted third-person utterance is highly important for the speaker, the psychological impact that comes from that importance contributes to the usage of itta, which is a form without an evidential marker.
what Kei said in line 4. The two conversationalists, Yoko and Kei, were aware of the fact that their conversation was being recorded for research purposes at the time of the conversation, and they were also aware that their personal information would be disclosed if it was included in the recording. Considering the numerous laughter tokens by the two conversationalists in lines 6 through 10, and the three cases of gomen 'sorry' in lines 6 through 10, it is clear that stating Yoko's full name was recognized as a psychologically impactful utterance by both of the conversationalists. In addition, Yoko's utterance in line 5 and Kei's utterance in line 6 both start with a 'oh, ' which can be interpreted as a marker of an "exclamatory sentence" (Iwasaki, 2013, 287) , and this also shows that uttering Yoko's full name was recognized as an act that was psychologically impactful. Considering the various indicators that show the high level of psychological impact, the usage of itta instead of itte ita for a second-person in (18) seems to be triggered by the high level of psychological impact, and this is analogues to the case of a third-person quotation made with itta in (12).
Conclusion
This paper has provided an overview of quotative utterances made with iu 'to say' in naturally occurring conversations in Japanese. The results of the present study demonstrated that the simple-past itta is mostly used in first-person quotative utterances. For second-and third-person quotative utterances, itte ita, which includes the -te iru construction, is used in the majority of cases. The usage of itte ita in second-and third-person quotative utterances appears to be resulting from the -te iru construction's non-aspectual function, which marks that the speaker observed the action performed by a second-or third-person. The paper also examined several deviant cases found in the data, in which itte ita is used for first-person utterances, and itta is used for second-and third-person utterances. Based on the qualitative analysis of each case, it was concluded that when the quoted utterance has a high level of psychological impact for the speaker, itta is more suitable than itte ita since using the -te iru construction as an evidential marker intrinsically marks that the speaker is psychologically distant from the stated propositional content.
Finally, it must be noted that psychological impact is not the only variable that affects the choice between itta and itte ita in second-and third-person quotative utterances. One other variable that can affect the choice between the two forms is what Smith (2003 Smith ( , 2005 calls the mode of discourse. According to Smith, narrative is a mode of discourse in which multiple events are listed in the temporal order, and "narrative time advances with perfective event sentences, and with explicit temporal adverbials, and fails to advance otherwise" (Smith 2005, 11) . What Smith argues is also applicable to Japanese, and in order for the narrative time to advance, the perfective (simple past-tense) endings must be used to indicate the endpoint of each listed event. For this reason, when the verb iu is used in a segment where the discourse is structured as narrative, itte ita, which includes the -te iru construction, cannot indicate the progression of narrative time due to the atemporal nature of the -te iru construction. The examined data for the present study did not include a clear segment of oral narrative, and iu's usage in oral narrative discourse remained unexplored. Examining oral discourse that includes clear segments of narrative, such as story telling in front of a large audience, may contribute to further analysis of itta and itte ita in the spoken version of Japanese.
